Introduction
Workloa.d models are used for performance evalua.tion a.nd performance optimization of queueing systems. The basic principle of performance optimization is the question of how to con trol same type of system in an optimal way within the freedom provided to the decision maker. Before introducing the model (and, consequently, the type of control) we study in th is paper, we review briefly the types of control that have been investigated in Iiterature sa faro STIDHAM AND WEBER [4] present a comprehensive overview of models for the optimal control of queueing systems. Emphasis is laid on models based on Markov decision theory (i.e., dynamic program ming) and on the characterization of the structure of optimal control policies. They provide an extensive list of references to Iiterature devoted to the analysis of specif\c workload modeis. ·corresponding author: Gido A.J.F. Brouns I Topics incJude optimal control of service rates, optimal admission control, optimal routing control , optimal server al/ocation and optimal scheduling in networks of queues. Anothe!' topic-which is not mentioned in [4] , and which only involves statie (i.e., one-time) decision making-is the optimalorder of queues in networks of queues (e.g., see WHITT [5] ) . A common feature of the respective models is that admission is finall i.e., onee new work has been accepted for service, it must be processed by the system, and must be processed entirely, before it can be considered to be out of the system.
Our model The workload model we study incorporates a feature that (as far as we know) has not previously been addressed in literature, namely the issue of what we term optimal termination control. This involves making on-line decisions on whether to quit processing work-in-process and, if sa, on how much work to cancel. One can imagine that the presence of same job J that has initially been accepted-e.g., because the workload was rather low at that time-can at a certain point in time turn out to be a burden to the system as a whole-e.g., because the workload has increased rapidly since the admittance of J. In such a case, one might rather dispose of J. Whether or not to cancel work will depend on the pressure of work on the one hand , and the benefit of carrying on with and finishing work-in-process on the other.
We will show that in our model, which displays bath admission and termination control, bath the optimal admission con trol policy and the optimal termination control policy are of a threshold type. This holds under same regularity conditions on the function that represents (i.e., quantifies) the benefit of executing portions of work or of executing addition al work. Sy means of same counterexamples, it will be shown that the policies need not be of a threshold type if these regularity conditions are violated.
Model description
We study a queueing system consisting of one single server station, operating according to the FCFS discipline and possessing a buffer that is infinitely large. Jobs arrive at this station according to a Poisson process with arrival rate À 2: O. The workload of a job is Erlang distributed with N 2: 1 phases. Each phase takes an exponential time with finite positive mean 1/1" At any time one may decide to quit serving ajob. The reward for ajob depends on the number of service phases that have been completed. The reward corresponding to the completion of "phases is r(,,), 0:<:: K:<:: N, where" = 0 means the job has not (yet) passed the first phase, possibly because it has not been taken into service at all.
We say that a job being serviced ' resides in node k ' if it has passed through k service phases and, consequently, is in its (k+ l)th phase, 0 :<:: k < N. Aftel' the completion of th is (k + l)th phase, the job moves on from node k to node k + 1, provided service is not aborted. The maximum number of service phases is N.
Remark 1
Fot tec/lIIical !'easons, we specify th at if a job has reeeived maximum service, and, as a consequence, has reached (linal) node N, then it can be either maÎlltailJed iIJ tlre system or terminated. Maintaining means that the job remains in node N, occupying the server, untiJ it is (fillally) decided ta terminate thejab af ter all. Maintailling ajab does not influence its reward, i.e. , the reward that can be cashed remains ,>(N).
Fundamental Assumption 1

{STRUCTURE OF THE REWARD FUNCTION}
The reward [unctian r(k) is non-decreasing and concave in k.
Non-decreasingness means that putting more wOl'k into a job does not leave us with alowel' overall reward for this job. Concavity means the langer we work on a job the less rewarding it becomes to continue. All rewards are assumed to be finite.
Apart from these rewards there are holding casts for the jobs residing in the system, either waiting to be taken into service or being serviced. We assume these casts are linear in the number of jobs, viz, ih 2: 0 per period oftime when there are i jobs present. In addition, each time a job is admitted to the system, consideration casts c 2: 0 are incurred. If an arriving job is not admitted, then a reward r(O) is earned, sa -r(O) can be seen as the rejection casts.
We further discount at a rate ~ 2: 0, i.e., rewards and casts at time t are to be multiplied by exp(-~t). We treat the discount rate ~ as the rate by which the process vanishes. In other words, the process will live for an exponential time with rate ~, af ter which there will be na more arrivals, services, rewards or costs.
The state of the system is described by the tuple (i, kj, where i is the number of jobs in the system and kis the node the job under service resides in. If i = 0, then kis indefinite. Ta indicate this, the empty system is denoted by (0, .).
The system evolves at arrival times, at service completion times, and eventually at the time the process vanishes. Applying the uniformization methad, we can consider that transitions occur at the jump times of a Poisson process with rate ,\ + J1 + ~ > O. By sealing time, we can take ,\ + J1 + ~ = 1 without loss of generality. Then, with probability ,\ 2: 0 a transit ion concerns an arrival, with probability J1 > 0 a service completion and with probability ~ 2: 0 the ending of the process. A service completion is either a real service completion, in which case the job under service jumps from same node k to node k + I, or an artificial service completion , in which case the state of the system remains unaltered , viz, (0,·) or (i , N) for some i 2: 1.
Because of uniformization, times between consecutive events are identically distributed. Such times are called periods and if we reverse the direction of time, we can consider the number n of periods left until the process hits time zero. If the process vanishes before n = 0, say at n = na, then the state of the system will see na more changes during the remaining na periods, and there will be na more rewards and casts.
Uniformization enables us to use induction on the remaining number of periods to prove our results for any finite time horizon. These results can then be extended to the infinite time horizon case; cf section 6.
The objective is to maximize the expected (discounted) profit over an n-period time horizon, where profit is defined as reward minus cast. We all ow ), > !,jN, as weil as ), = O. In the latter case, there is an initial number of jobs that await service, i.e., a batch, without any future arrivals.
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In the next section, we indicate what the set of possible policies consists of, by glvlllg an overview of the decisions that can be made in ou I' model. This is followed by a mathematical formulation of the problem in terms of dynamic programming relations. The dynamic program ming approach takes a prominent position in our research. However , at one particular point, we make use of the sample path approach to demonstrate a desired property. For an exposition of the sample path approach, see LIU, NAIN AND TOWSLEY [3J.
Decisions and decisiol1 times
The times at which decisions are to be made are the times just after an event, either concerning the arrival of a job (an arrival event) Ol' the completion of a service phase (a service completion event). Note that this is not arestriction, because periods (times between events) are exponentially distributed. In addition, note that because of exponential event times, we only need to consider Markov policies, i.e., the decision taken at a decision time t only depends on the state at time tand not on the course of the proeess before time t.
Arrival events If the event is an arrival event, then, first of all, we have the option to either accept or reject the job seeking service. Next, we have the option to either continue or abort the service of the job under service, if there is any. If the job under service resides in node N, then continuing means maintaining. If there are na jobs, th en service is continued per definition. If there is at least one job in the system, then termination of this job, which resides in node k for same 0 :5 k:5 N, yields a reward r(k).
Jobs residing in the queue may not be aborted at this point in time. These jobs werp "dmitted to the system earl ier in time with the purpose to reeeive at least same attention and th is may only be prevented by time hitting zero or by the process vanishing before time hits zero. Thus, if there are at least two jobs in the system, then the decision to abort service also concerns commencing service of the foremost job in the queue. Therefore, abart actually stands far abort followed by continue at the same point in time.
Note that receiving attention 1 i.e.) being under service, does not guarantee completion of any service phases.
Jobs that are terminated befare they have passed t hrough the fil'st service phase, reeeive the same (initial) reward r(O) as jobs that are rejected upon arrival at the system. The difference lies in the holding casts (h per period per job) and the consideration casts (c per job), rejected jobs not imposing any holding and consideration casts on the system. Aftel' the decision to continue or abort, one period of time elapses and we consider the next event.
Service complet ion events Ir the event is a real service completion event or all artificial service completion event concerning state (i, N), i ~ 1, then we have the option to either continue or abort the service of the job under service. If the event is an artificial service complet.ion event concorning ,tat.. (0, .), then t.h ere i, not.hing t.o decide on at. this point in time. In that case, again , we continue service per definition. As regal'ds jobs in the queue, the same remarks can be made as in the case of an arrival event. Again , aftel' the decision to continue or abort, one period of time elapses and we consider the next event.
Deliberate idling
Continuation of service in state (i, N), i ~ I, can be seen as a (self-determined) decision to 'go to sleep', meaning that the server takes a one period vacation, while all work is left as it is. At the end of the period, either a new job arrives or there is an artificial service completion. We would Iike to note that, given the regularity assumption on the reward function, it can be shown that 'sleeping' is never optimal in terms of expected (discounted) profit, provided that a7'{N) + h ~ 0, which is a very weak condition.
The form of this condition can be explained as follows. Sleeping can be advantageous if, and only if, the job currently under service has just entered or already resides in node N. [f the discount rate a is strictly positive and all rewards are strictly negative, th en we can let the actual reward of the job under service approach zero by going to sleep and letting the discounting do the work for us. [f the holding costs are sufficiently low , then it might even be optimal to do so.
Mathematical model formulation
[n this section, wesummarize and complete the model in termsof a mathematical formulation . Af ter that, we successively state and prove the main theorem.
Recapitulating, let i denote the number of jobs in the system and k the node the job under service resides in. Let (i, k) be the state of the system for i ~ 1 and 0 :-:; k :-:; N. If the system is empty, then the state is (O, .). Whenever (O, k) appears in an expression, (O,·) can be substituted.
Let Wn{i , k) denote the maximum expected n-period a-discounted profit when the current state, just before the next decision to continue or abort, is (i, kl. At thestart ofthe process, the system is assumed to be in such a state. Note that the points in time considered here coincide with certain ones just after an arrival or service completion event and the corresponding decision to accept or reject if it was an arrival event.
Let Wn(i, k,,,.) denote the maximum expected n-period a-discounted profit when the current state, just before the next decision to continue or abort, is (i, k), and given that decision ". is chosen in that state, where ". E {continue, abort} . Let ,," denote the optimal deeision, so Wn{i,k) = Wn (i ,k,,,." ). Furthermore, let Wn(i, k, arr) denote the maximum expected n-period a-discounted profit when the current state is (i, k), given that at th is very point in time an arrival event occurS.
Analogously, let Wn(i, k, arr, ,,) denote the maximum expected n-period a-discounted profit when the current state is (i, kj, given that at this very point in time an arrival event occurs, and given that decision ". is chosen in that state, where ". E {accept, rej eet}. Again , let Jr' denote the optimal decision , so Wn{i , k, arr) = Wn(i, k, arr, ".").
Finally, when time hits zero, all jobs residing in the queue yield their initial reward r(O), whiJe thejob under service, residing in node k for some 0:-:; k:-:; N, yields its current cashable reward, which is r(k).
Then our model is defined by the following Dynamic Programming Equations (DPEs). To save space, we will usually write ab for abort and co for continue in formal expressions (and also ac for accept and rj for reject).
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For n ? 1:
Tlle assumption th at the I'eward function is non-deereasing, is essentially an implication of the assumption th at the reward function is concave. If r(k) is not non-decreasing in k, but in deed concave, then th ere exists a unique node k" 0 ' S k, < N, for which \lo~k~k.
ft is evident, and straightforward to prove, that the optimal decision in states (i, kj, i ? 1 and k, ' S k ' S N, is to abort service (provided tb at Oir(N) + h ? 0, cf the paragraph on deliberate idling). Therefore, essentially, the maximum number of service phases N and the reward function "(k), 0 ' S k ' S N , can be reduced to k, and r(k), 0 ' S k ' S k" respectively.
This yields a non-decreasing reward (unction af ter all. 6 3 Overview of the results We will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1
{CHARACTERIZATJON OF THE OPTIMAL ADMISSION/TERMINATION POLI CV}
Let the remaining number of periods be n. Then the optima} admissionjtermination policy can be characterized as follows:
1. If it is optima} to reject an arriving job in state (i, k), then it is optima! as well to reject it in all states (j, l) with j > i, and in all states (i, I) with I < k.
2. If it is optima! to abort the service of a job in state (i, kj, then it is optimal as well to abort service in all states (j, I) with j 2: i and I 2: k.
3. If it is optima} to accept an arriving job in state (i, kj, then it is optima} as well to continue the service of a job in all states (j,0) with j :S i.
4. Let there be na consideration casts. If it is optima! to reject an arriving job in state (i, kj, then it is optima! as well to abort the service of a job in all states (j, k) with j> i.
The result is intuitive but the proof becomes rather involved. A graphical representation of the structure of typical admission and termination policies is given below. The solid dots represent nodes for which jobs are rejected or terminated, respectively, and the two sa lid polylines capture the respective rejection and termination regions. Figure 1 : Characterization of the optimal admission (lhs) and termination (rhs) policies
We note that in the optimal admission policy either there is a unique (threshold) node (io, kol
where the polyline moves up one level, or the polyline consists of a single horizontal line at some job level io. [n the optimal termination policy, the termination region does not cover nodes (i, 0), i :S io or i < io, respectively. The termination region is further determined bya non-increasing step-function such that for all i there exists a threshold node k of i and for all kthere exists a threshold level i of k.
[f there are no consideration costs, then there is a stronger reciprocity between the optimal admission and termination policies, as shown below.
. . Again, in the optimal admission policy either there is a unique node (ia, ka) where the polyline moves up one level, Ol' the polyline consists of a single horizontal line at some job level ia. In the optimal termination policy, the termination region above job level ia is fully determined by the rejection region , as indicated by the dotted line in the figure. The termination region at and below job level ia is determined by a non-increasing step-function such that for all i there exists a threshold node k of i and for all kthere exists a threshold level i of k. Here, again, it is guaranteed that nodes (i, 0), i ::: ia Ol' i < io, are not covered.
The line of proof
The main technique to prove Theorem 1 will be to use induction on the remaining number of periods. In order to establish the theorem, we will prove the following monotonicity results.
Proposition 1 {KEY PROPOSITION}
Let 1'(k) be non-deereasing and eOlleave in k. Then, for all n ? 0 aJld i ? 0,
Wn (i+I,I,.rr)-Wn(i,I,arr) 
W n (i+1,k+1,arr)-W n (i,k+1,arr) > Wn (i+I,k,arr)-Wn(i,k,arr) 
where (1) In words, inequality (1) states that the value of an additional job in state (i + 1, k) does not surpass the value of an additional job in state (i,/). Analogously, inequality (2) states that the value of an additional job in state (i , k) does not surpass the value of all additional job in state (i, k + 1).
It can easily be verified that the first twa inequalities hald by definitian fal' n = O. The praaf is further arganized as fallaws. Assuming that (1) and (2) hald far same n ? 0 (Step 0), we prove that (3) and (4) hald far n (Step 1). Using this result, we prove that (5) and (6) hald far n+ 1 (Step 2). Finally, we prove that (1) and (2) alsa hald far n+ 1 (Step 3). Ta establish this, we make use of twa additianal lemmas.
Remark 3
far all n ? 0, i ? 0 and 0 ::; k::; N. Thus, Wn(i, k) is concave in i far all fixed cambinatians afn? 0 and 0::; k ::; N.
Proof of the Key Proposition
Thraughaut this sectian Fundamental Assumptian 1 is in effect.
Lemma 1
Let either Sm = (im, km) ar Sm = (i m , km, arr), m = 1, ... ,4, and let 4> and ..p be autharized decisjons, given Sm. Then (7) implies Proof. Assume (7) far certain decisians 4> and ..p. By definitian, Wn(s), ,,") ? Wn(sJ, 4» and Wn(s., , , ")? Wn(s., , p) . Therefare, Wn(s",,") -Wn(sz,"") > Wn(S" 4» -Wn{sz,"") > Wn(sa, ,,") -Wn(s.,..p) > Wn{sa , ,,") -Wn{s., ,,"). o
We will use Lemma 1 in the fallawing way. When distinguishing between all passible combinations of aptimal decisians in certain states S2 and S3, we eh oase cP and ..p such that (7) holds.
Proof of the Key Proposition.
Step O. We verify that (1) and (2) 
and, fol' 0 S k < N,
Next, let i :2: 1. Then, for 0 S k S N and 0 SiS N,
and, for 0 S k < N,
Thus, inequalities (I) and (2) o Assume that for some n :2: 0, inequality (1) holds for all i :2: 0, 0 S k S N and 0 SiS N, and (2) for all i:2: 0 and 0 S k < N. This will be our induction hypothesis.
Step 1. Under the induction hypothesis, we show that (3) and (4) hold for n.
We will first prove (3). Let i :2: 0, 0 S k SN and 0 SiS N.
The next decision, say dl, prescribed by the (optimal) policy corresponding to Wn (i,l,arr) , is either to accept or lo reject the new job. Clearly, th is also holds for the next decision, say d2, prescribed by the (optimal) policy corresponding to Wn(i + 2, k, arr). There are at most four joint cases (dl, d 2 ). We will show that inequality (3) holds for each case, irrespective of the question wh ether that case will actually occur (cf Remark 4).
The four cases can be presented as follows, where A indicates that accept is optimal and 'R.
indicates that accept is not optimal: 
Finally, apply Lemma 1 to each of the relations (8) through (11) to obtain (3). This ends our proof of (3).
We now shift our attention to (4). The proof resembles the one of (3). Let i ~ 0 and o :::; k < N. Again, we distinguish four cases: 
FinaHy, apply Lemma 1 to each of the relations (12) through (15) to obtain (4). This ends our proof of (4).
o Remark 4 Case RA in the proof of (3) constitutes a violatioll of the Key Propositioll , because under RA,
which is ciearly a contradiction. Given the correctness of the Key Proposition, this proves that case RA in the proof of (3) is an impossible joint case.
Step 2 . Assuming (1) through (4), we show th at (5) and (6) o In order to perform the third step of our proof, we need the following lemma, which exploits the concavity of r{k).
Lemma 2
For all n 2: 0, i 2: 0 alld 0 ::; k < N, Wn+,(i,k+ l,co) -Wn+di,k,co)::; r{k+ 1) -r{k).
(l6) 13 Proof. The inequality holds by definition for i = O. Using the same technique as in the proof of the I<ey Propositioll, it can be proven in a straightforward manner , by induction , that for all n ~ 0, i ~ 0 and 0 ::; k < N ,
} Wn+l(i,k+ I,co) - W~+I(i,k,co) ::; r(k+ I) -r(k). Wn (.,k+ I,arr) -Wn(.,k,arr) We choose not to reproduce this proof here. Instead, we give a sample path argument.
Consider two n-period process instanees of our model , one starting in (i, k+ I), for same i ~ I and 0::; k < N, with the extension that decision continue is chosen (instanee I,), and one starting in (i, kj, also with the extension that decision continue is chosen (instanee Io). We cou ple all events (all arrival and service completion events and, if applicabie, the event that the process vanishes) and all decisions (accept versus raj act and continue versus abort). To be precise, ance bath processes have carried through the initial continue operation, instanee Io copies the optimal decisions taken in instanee II' This is feasib!e, because Io and II feature the same number of jobs in the system and the same remaining number of periods.
Then , for bath processes, the casts of continuing service are identical, and so are the casts and rewards resulting from the admission and rejection, respectively, of new jobs while continuing the service of the job currently under service. If the processes vanish prior to time zero and prior to the termination of any jobs, then the difference in profit amounts to zero, which is at most "(k + I) -r(k) for any 0 ::; k < N. Ir, on the other hand, the processes do not vanish before time hits zero} then, at some point in time, the job under service is terminated.
This leaves us with job rewards r((l + 1)-) and r(l-) , for II and Io respectively, for some k ::; I ::; N. Here, ,.( (I + 1 )-) -rW) ::; r(k + 1) -"(k), because of the concavity of ,·(k). Af ter th is abort operation, both processes become and remain identical. If the job under service is terminated exact!y at time zero, then the additional profits from queued jobs are equal for both processes, because they feature the same number of queued jobs. o
Step 3. Assuming (I) through (6), we show thal (I) and (2) hold for n + 1 as weil. The proofs are similar la the ones of (3) and (4).
We will first prove that (I) holds for n + 1. Let i ~ 0, 0 ::; k ::; N and 0::; I ::; N.
The next decision, say dl, prescribed by the (optimal) po!icy corresponding to Wn+l(i,l) , is either to continue or to abort the job under service. Clearly, th is also ho!ds for the next decision, say d" prescribed by the (optima!) policy corresponding to W.+ I (i + 2, kl. There are at most four joint cases (dl, d,) , We will show that inequality (I) holds for each case.
The four cases can be presented as follows, where C indicates that continue is optimal and A indicates that continua is not optimal: CC W.+ I (i, I, co) > W.+ I (i, I, ab) /\ W.+ I (i + 2, k, co) > W n + 1 (i + 2, k, ab), CA W.+ I (i, I, co) > W n +! (i, I, ab) /\ W.+ I (i + 2, k, co) < W n + 1 (i + 2, k, ab), AC W n + 1 (i, I, co) < W.+ I (i, I, ab) /\ W.+ I (i + 2, k, co) ~ W.+ I (i + 2, k, ab), AA W.+ 1 (i, I, co) < Wn+l(i,l,ab) /\ W n + 1 (i + 2, k, co) < W.+ I (i + 2, k, ab).
The cases AC and AA vanish for i = 0, because abort is not an option in state (0, .). 
Wn+,(i, 0, co) -W n + 1 (i -1,0, co) > {induction hypothesis; (S)} Wn+ 1 (i + 1, k, co) -Wn+di, k, co) > {induction hypothesis; (S)} W n + 1 (i + 2, k, co) -W n + 1 (i + 1, k, co) Wn+1 (i + 2, k) -Wn+ 1 (i + 1, k, co); W n + I (i+l,l,ab) -Wn+di,l) = Wn+I(i+ I,I,ab) -Wn+l(i,l,ab) = ,'(1) + Wn+di, 0, co) -[1'(1) + W n + 1 (i -1,0, co)] = Wn+di,O, co) -Wn+I (i-l,O,co) > {induction hypothesis; (S)} W n + 1 (i + 1,0, co) -W n + 1 0, 0, co)
Finally, apply Lemma 1 to each of the relations (17) through (20) to obtain (1) for n + 1. This ends our proof of (1) for n + 1.
We now shift our attention to (2) and prove that this inequality holds for n + 1. The proof resem bles the one of (1) for n+ 1. Let i 2: 0 and 0 ::; k < N. Again, we distinguish four cases:
CC
Wn+!(i , k + I,co) > Wn+,(i, k + I, ab) ti W n +! (i + I, k, co) > Wn+,(i+ I,k,ab), Wn+,(i,k+l,co) > Wn+, (i,k+ I,ab) ti Wn+,(i+ I,k,co) < Wn+, (i + I, k, ab),
CA
AC
Wn+di, k + I, co) < Wn+, (i,k+l,ab) ti Wn+di+ I,k,co) > W n +, (i + I, k, ab), AA W n +, (i, k + I, co) < W,,+di,k+ I,ab) ti Wn+di + I, k, co) < Wn+,(i + I, k, ab).
Again, the cases AC and AA vanish for i = 0 by definition.
Then)
-under CC, 
Finally, apply Lemma 1 to each of the relations (21) through (24) to obtain (2) for n + 1. This ends our proof of (2) for n + 1. o This conc1udes our proof of the Key Proposition. 00 Remark 5 Coneavity or r(k) is on!y required at one particu!ar point in the entire proor or the Key Proposition, name!y in the derivatioll or (22) , where Lemma 2 is used.
We now derive Theorem 1 from the Key PJ'oposition by means of a number of eorollaJ'ies.
Corollary 1
Let n ~ 0, i ~ 0 and 0 :s k :s N. Ir it is optima! to rejeet an arriving job in state (i, kj, th en it is optima! to rejeet it in all states (j, l) 
Then, by (2),
The combination of Corollaries 1 and 2 is exactly part 1 of Theorem 1. W n (i-l,O,co) > Wn(i,k,co), W n (i-l+q,O,co) > -Wn (i+q,l,co) ,
which is ciearly a contradiction for k = /. For k < 1 it contradiets Lemma 2 (repeated a pplication) .
Alternatively, for q = 1, = Wn{i+ 1,I,co) -Wn{i,I,co), contradicting inequality (5).
Corollary 3 is exactly part 2 of Theorem 1.
Corollary 4 o Let n 2: 1, i 2: I and 0 ::; k ::; N. Ir it is optimal to accept an arriying job in state (i, k), th en it is optimal to continue service in state (i, 0).
Proof. Let n 2: I, i 2: I and 0::; k::; N. It suffices to show that
Wn(i, 0, co) 2: Wn(i, 0, ab).
Suppose that Wn(i, k, arr) = Wn{i + I, k) -c, but Wn(i, 0, co) < Wn{i, 0, ab). Then
-Wn (i,O,co) > -Wn(i -1,O,co) -1'(0), so Wn{i + I, k) -Wn{i, k) -c > Wn(i, 0, co) -Wn{i -I, 0, co).
We distinguish between three joint cases with respect to the (optimal) decisions corresponding to Wn{i + I, k) and Wn(i, kl. Wn(i + I, k, co) -Wn (i, k, co) wnt; + I, k) -Wn(i, kj;
(26) -given case 2 1
and therefore
Wn(i, 0, co) -Wn(i -1, 0, co) > ( (27))
-given case 3)
Finally, note that (26), (28) and (29) all imply
contradicting (25) 
and
leads to a contradiction.
Assume (30) 1'(k) , which is c1early a contradiction.
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Alternatively, consider the case that i ;:: 1. Then, by part 2 of Theorem 1, From this, Wn(i,k) = Wn{i,k , co);:: Wn(i , k, ab) = Wn(i -1, 0,co) + rIk). 
Infinite time horizon
So far we only considered a finite time hori zo n, i.e., a finite number of periods. The extension of our results to the infinite time horizon cases (discounted and average) is not always trivia!. In case the holding costs per job per period of time are strictly positive , one may show that the problem is essentially a finite state problem, because accepting a job when the system is very busy wil! lead to expected costs for that job that are higher than the immediate costs of rejection. Then the resulting Markov chain is recurrent (for each initial state the empty system is reached with probability 1) and therefore the threshold properties carry over to the infinite time horizon case.
More difficult are the many variants with h = O. We will not consider all cases in detai!'
Instead, We make a few remarks about some ofthe possible situations. These wil! demonstrate the complexity. The interesting examples are those with )..t; > 1, so when we can not treat all jobs completely. (If)"l:!. < 1, and -c + rIN) > rIO), then we will accept all jobs and ~ provide full service to each of the jobs.) There are differences between the average profit cas_ and the discount_d profit case.
Average profit case If)"~ > 1, then the optimal (admission) strategy will prescribe to accept a certain fraction p > 0 of all jobs. Since h = 0, there are no particular costs for accepting a job long before it will be processed by the system and having it waiting for its turn very long. If c < -1'(0), then the limiting strategy accepts all jobs, i.e., p = 1. In that case the optimal (termination) strategy will prescribe to serve a part of all jobs up to and including phase k and the rest up to and including phase k + 1, where k = lxJ and k + J = f X 1· (If X takes an integer value, k say, then all jobs in the system are granted k 21 phases.) If c > -r(O), then, in general, it is not optimal to accept all jobs, but just a fraction p < 1. These jobs are served up to and including same phase k, where ÀP~ = 1.
Discounted profit case In case of discounting we can also identify several cases. If c > -r(O), then rejecting a job gives a higher direct reward than accepting it. If the number of jobs in the system is large, it will take toa long before we can get compensation for this immediate loss. Sa, again, the problem is essentially finite. If c < -.-(0), then jobs will always be accepted if the number of jobs in the system is very large and the horizon nis sufficiently far away.
Counterexamples
If the reward function rek) is indeed non-decreasing in k, but not concave, then, in general, Theorem 1 does not hold. By means of the following three cou nterexamples, it is demonstrated subsequently that part 2, bath parts of part 1, as weil as part 4 of Theorem 1 need not hold.
Counterexample 1 Let N = 7 and let the rewards be defined as 1:. = (r (0), ... , r (7)) = (0, 4, 4, 10, 10, 15, 15, 19) .
Let I' = 1 (sa <> = 0, À = 0) and h = 0, sa there is na discounting and there are na future arrivals nor holding casts.
Let the remaining number of periods be 3. We are interested in the optimal policy in case the state is (i,4), i ~ 1, i.e., there is at least one job in the system and the job under service resides in node 4.
Noting that since <> = ° and À = 0, service completion events are the only events that can occur, it is not hard to figure out that for i = 1,2,3, the (unique) optimal policies and corresponding (expected) profits W 3 (i, 4) are as follows.
i first decision next decision final decision W3(i,4) (atn=3) (atn=2) (atn=l) 1 continue continue continue 19 2 abort continue continue 20 3 continue abort abort 23
From the second column of the tab Ie (displaying the decisions made at 11 = 3) it can be concluded that part '2 of Theorem 1 does not hold.
Counterexample 2 Consider the same data as in Counterex.mple 1. Let c = 2. Then W 3 (1,4,arr) = 19, with unique optimal first decision reject. However, W 3 (2,4,arr) = 21, with unique optimal first decision accept, violating the first part of part 1 of Theorem 1, and W 3 (1, 3, arr) = 18, also with unique optimal first decision accept, violating the second part of part 1 of Theorem 1. Therefore, bath parts of part 1 of Theorem 1 do not hold.
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Counterexample 3 Consider the same data as in Counterexample 1, but with h = 1 and n = 1. Furthermore, let c = O. Then W 1 (1,2, arr) = 9, with unique optimal decision reject, but W 1 (2, 2) = 8, with unique optimal decision continue. This violates part 4 of Theorem 1.
Conclusions
We have considered a single server workload model with Poisson arrivals and Erlang service times. For this MIENll queue we have dealt with two additional decision features. First, one has to decide upon arrival to accept or reject the job. Second, one can decide to quit serving a job. The reward for a job for which only k phases have been completed is r(k). This reward function is assumed to be non-decreasing and concave. We have shown that the optimal strategy for both types of decisions is characterized by threshold policies, viz, reject if the system is considered to be full and quit serving if there is too much work waiting and if the job under service has already passed a suftkient number of service phases.
The research is motivated by issues arising in workflow control, which captures the on-line decision making process in workftow management. For in-depth discussions of workflow management, we refer to LAwRENcE [2J. For an elaborate treatment of some quantitative analytical aspects of workflow management, we refer to BROUNS [1]. Our workload model covers an important aspect of most workflow problems, namely the fact that there is not enough capacity to treat all jobs completely.
Workflow problems encountered in practice are far more complicated. We intend to study at least the following three extensions: real finite time, other phase type service distributions and multi servers. We expect that a better understanding of the optimal strategies for these problems will help us to formulate good strategies for more general workflow problems.
